STATE OF WASHINGTON

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIES
Prevailing Wage

PO Box 44540 z Olympia, Washington 98504-4540
360/902-5335 Fax 360/902-5300

April 25, 2008

Louise Petersen
David Petersen
The Fiber Guys, LLC.
3929 SW 29th Ct.
Gresham, OR 97080
Dear Louise and David Petersen:
Re:

Scope of work for fiber-optic cable installations

You asked for a determination of the appropriate work classification to be used for fiber-optic
cable installation.
The answer below is based on the information provided by you and Sound Transit. References
to the Revised Code of Washington (RCW) and the Washington Administrative Code (WAC)
are included. Again, this answer is based on your fact set. If the facts differ from those
provided, the answers may be different.
The fiber-optic cable was installed on the Sound Transit Seattle Link Light Rail Project on
contract numbers C803 and C807. C803 is a communications package with voice and data
elements. C807 is traction power including lineman activity, some D.C. high voltage and the
fiber-optic connects to devices monitoring the system activity. Your information did not specify
any work on C802, a signalization system without voice transmission.
The scope of work for Inside Wireman Electricians (WAC 296-127-01323) applies to some
installation of fiber-optic cable: “The installation of conduit and interduct raceways for fiber
optic cable and the pulling of fiber optic cable through these raceways, except telephone conduit
and cable.” Note the limited exception for “telephone conduit and cable.” The Inside Wireman
Electrician rates will apply to fiber-optic cable work that does not fit within the specific
exception.
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The scope of work for Outside Telephone Line Construction (WAC 296-127-01377) may be
used for telephone lines not inside of buildings including fiber-optic telephone lines. By
definition, telephone must include transmission of voice over distance. It may also carry data,
television, internet, and other signals so long as it has the required voice over distance
transmission.
The Sound Transit fiber-optic cable systems not within buildings that carry voice transmissions
may be installed by an Outside Telephone Line Construction Worker. The fiber-optic cable that
does not carry voice transmissions must be installed by workers paid at the prevailing rate of pay
for the Inside Wireman Electrician.
This determination does not address fiber-optic telephone cable inside of buildings. Such further
determination would require an additional set of facts.
Please remember, new or different facts may change the answers provided. Having full and
accurate information is essential to determinations of the prevailing rate of wage required on
public works.
Washington State prevailing wage information, including the WACs, are available on the
Department’s web site: http://www.lni.wa.gov/TradesLicensing/PrevWage/default.asp
I hope this answers your questions. If you need additional information or have questions, please
call or email me at 360 902-5330 or somd235@lni.wa.gov.
Sincerely,

David J. Soma
Industrial Statistician
Prevailing Wage Program Manager

